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University of Bologna
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� Introduction

In this research we have considered a general scheduling problem� which contains well known
problems as the Job Shop �JS�� Flow Shop �FS� and Open Shop �OS� scheduling problem� but
also problems in which operations require machine sets� and in which more general precedence
relations occur� Finding an optimal solution for this general problem is NP�hard� Therefore
we consider heuristic methods which �nd sub�optimal solutions in reasonable time�

Our objective is to compare the heuristic insertion strategy� based on the insertion algorithm
developed by Wennink and Vaessens �	
� to other heuristic algorithms� In our research we
discuss constructive and local search methods� We compare insertion as constructive method
with the well known method of dispatching and the neighbourhood based on reinsertion with
the much used swapping neighbourhood� In the comparison we pay special attention to
possible di�erences in behaviour of the di�erent methods for di�erent problem types�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we describe the problem in more detail�
Furthermore we describe the set of problem instances that we have used in the comparisons�
Section  describes and compares the two constructive methods� insertion and dispatching�
Here are also the descriptions of same of the priority rules applied for the two procedure�
Section � deals with the two local search techniques� iterative improvement and taboo�search�
comparing the performances of the swapping neighbourhood and the reinsertion neighbour�
hood� The �nal section gives some concluding remarks and some ideas for further research�

� The Problem

��� The General Scheduling Problem

We have focused on a deterministic machine scheduling problem� It is characterized by a set
of operation O and a set of machine M� Each operation v � O is characterized by a machine
set Mv � M� on which a operation must be performed simultaneously during pv � � time
units� where pv is the processing time of v� The processing of an operation can�t be split
in stages� that means preemption is not allowed� Furthermore a precedence relation � on
O is de�ned� �u� v� � � indicating that the operation v can�t start its processing before the
completion of the processing of u�
The objective is to �nd a feasible solution in which the maximum among the completion times
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of the operations�makespan� is minimized� The problem is classi�ed as P jfixj � precjCmax in
the three��eld notation scheme of Veltman et al� ��
�

It�s easy to show that problems like job shop �JS�� open shop �OS�� �ow shop �FS� are
special cases of our problem� The job shop� and �ow shop problems are included in our
problem considering the cardinality of the machine set equal to � and the speci�c precedence
relation between the operations� Besides� we have modi�ed the open shop instances in such
a way that �t in our general problem� We have assigned an arti�cial machine to each job to
avoid the possibility of performing� at the same time� more than one operation of the same job�

����� The Solution Graph

In order to build a solution S�O� for the problem� one must determine for each machine
the order in which the operations� that need processing by that machine� are performed� A
partial solution S�U� is obtained by making these decisions for all operations in the subset
U � O� Corresponding to each �partial� solution is a unique left�justi�ed schedule in which
each operation is started as early as possible� while preserving the precedence constrains
de�ned by � and the order in which the operations of U are to be performed on di�erent
machines� In looking for schedule with minimal makespan it is su�cient to only consider
these left justi�ed schedules�

We will represent a �partial� solution S�U� by means of a solution graph� Each node
represents an operation� Two dummy nodes� s and t� are introduced� representing the start
and the end of the planning period� Each node u has a weight which is equal to the processing
time pu of the corresponding operation� and ps � pt � ��

Precedence relations are incorporated in the solution graph by means of precedence arcs�
for each �u� v� � � an arc �u� v� is introduced� For each operation u we introduce dummy arcs

�s� u� and �u� t�� If it has been decided that an operation u � U is performed before operation
v � U on a machine� a machine arc �u� v� is introduced�

We will denote a solution graph by �V �A�� where V � O � fs� tg� and A consists of all
machine arcs� precedence arcs� and dummy arcs� Let the starting time of the dummy operation
s be �xed at �� Each arc �u� v� � A can then be considered as representing a constraint of the
form Sv � Cu� where Su and Cu � Su � pu represent the starting time and the completion
time of operation u� respectively�

Many of the machine arcs and dummy arcs in a solution graph are redundant in the sense
that they are implied by other machine and dummy arcs� Let u�i denote the ith operation
performed on machine �� It is su�cient to only consider the machine arcs �u�i � u

�
i���� i �

�� � � � � l � �� where l is the total number of operations performed on machine �� All other
machine arcs �u�i � u

�
j �� j �� i� �� are redundant� Similarly� the dummy arcs �s� u�i �� i �� �� and

�u�j � t�� j �� l are redundant� For each machine �� the non�redundant machine arcs form the
machine path P� � �u�� � u

�
� � � � � � u

�
l �� All information represented in the solution graph �V �A�

is also present in the reduced solution graph �V �A��� where A� is the union of the precedence
arcs� the arcs that occur in the machine paths� the dummy arcs �s� u��� and �u�l � t�� for all
machines �� and the dummy arcs incident with the operations that have not yet been inserted�

Consider the following example with twelve operations� for which the precedence graph
�O��� as depicted in Figure �a holds� We have decided about the performance order of the
operations � to ��� Operation �� has not yet been scheduled� The left�justi�ed schedule
corresponding to this partial solution is given in Figure �b� Operation � is performed on
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processors A and B from time � to �� operation � is performed on processors C and D from
� to �� et cetera�
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Figure �� a� The precedence graph b� The partial schedule

The solution graph for the partial solution in the example above is given in Figure �� The
solid arcs are the arcs on the machine paths� the dotted arcs are the dummy arcs incident
with the unscheduled operation ��� and the dashed arcs are the precedence arcs�
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Figure �� The solution graph

Let the length of a path �v�� v�� � � � � vk� be de�ned to be equal to the sum of the processing
times of the operations v� up to vk��� Then� the starting time of operation v in a left�
justi�ed schedule is equal to dsv � the length of the longest path from node s to node v in
the corresponding solution graph� The makespan of a solution is equal to the length of the
longest path from s to t� This path is often referred to as the critical path� and the arcs
on this path are called critical arcs� Sometimes there are several longest paths� We assume
that a procedure is available that uniquely identi�es one such longest path� This path will
be referred to as the critical path� A solution is infeasible if and only if the corresponding





solution graph contains a cycle�

��� The Testset

We tested our procedure on a set of instances of di�erent types�
The �rst type regards job shop instances� We have chosen for the job shop problem the

notorious ��x�� instance FT�� of Fisher�Thompson� several instances of Lawrence �the two
relatively easy LA� and LA��� the more di�cult LA��� LA��� LA��� LA�	� LA��� LA��
LA�� and the ��x�� instances LA�� LA	� LA�� and the ��x�� TAIL�	� one of the most
di�cult among Taillard instances for the job shop� All these instances except TAIL �	�
have been used by Vaessens et al ��
 in their comparison of local search methods for the job
shop problems� The generalization of the job shop is obtined by introducing machine set
requirements� m�JS and mJS identify a job shop problems characterized by cardinality of
machine set equal to � and cardinality of machine set equal to � respectively�

The �rst idea to create the new instances� m�JS and mJS� is to assign the new machines to
the operations randomly but we avoid to do that to decrease the risk of obtaining completely
di�erent instances of the original problems� We wanted to keep part of the original structure
so as the di�culties should not arise from the new features� We have decided to assign the
new machine sets using a kind of rotation rule�

In m�JS instances the �rst machine of each operation is the same as in the original instance�
Let Nm be the number of the machines in the original problem� We introduce NM � the number
of machines in the original problem� new machines� Consider a 	x� JS problem �	 jobs� �
machines�� The new machines are numbered from � to ��� The assignment of the new machine
to the operations is made as in Figure �
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Figure � The second machine in m�JS and m�FS instances

In mJS we have chosen two new sets of machine m mset� and m mset with greater
cardinalities than the �rst machine sets� in order to create new instances maintaining mostly
the original structure�

We take

jm mset�j � � 	NJ �
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and

jm msetj � � 	NM

where NJ is the number of jobs and NM is the number of machines in the original problem�
The assignment of the new machines to the operations is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� The second and the third machine in mJS and mFS instances

The �ow shop instances chosen are the CAR��� generated by Carlier that are well known
benchmark instances� Their generalization is made in the same ways of the job shop� the
instances obtained are denoted by m�FS and mFS�

The eight open shop instances tail�� tail�� tail�� tail��� tail��� tail��� tail��� tail�� are
chosen among the most di�cult ones generated by Taillard� They vary in size from ��x��
to ��x��� The OS transformations� OShM and OSpp instances� are made to test di�erent
types of precedence relations� In the OShM instances we divided each job in two halves� The
�rst half contains the operations that must be performed on the machines numbered from
� to bNM��c� the second half contains the operations on the machines bNM��c � � to NM �
In the middle a dummy operation is inserted that must be performed after the �rst group of
operations of the job and before the second� The typical precedence graph for a job consisting
of � operations is given in Figure ��

In the OSpp instances� the modi�cation is made by selecting two machines� number � and
number NM � which can be considered as a �preprocessor and a �postprocessor � respectevely�
Each job has to start on the preprocessor� must then go through all other machines �in
arbitrary order�� and has to �nish on the postprocessor� The typical precedence graph for a
job consisting of � operations is given in Figure ��

For many of the instances of the JS� FS and OS problems the optimal solution values are
known� If not� good upper bound are known from literature� For the modi�ed problems� we
have obtained upper bound by performing many runs of the taboo�search algorithms discussed
in section �� In these runs many iterations �up to ������� starting from many di�erent initial
solutions were performed� We are aware of the fact that the obtained upper bounds may be
quite far away from the optimal solution values� but for our purposes �comparing di�erent
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Figure �� The precedence structure of a job in the OSpp instances

solution methods to each other rather than comparing the solutions obtained by these methods
to the optimal solutions� they are su�ciently good�

� Constructive Methods

As discussed in Section �� a schedule is characterized by the order in which operation are
performed on the various machines� A constructive algorithm generates a feasible schedule
by determining for all the operation� one after the other� its position in the performance order�
We focus on two di�erent constructive methods� dispatching and insertion�

��� Dispatching

This �rst procedure is based on the simple idea of dispatching each operation when it becomes
schedulable� that happens when all the predecessors of the node are already scheduled� After
a de�nition of a rule� that assigns priority between the schedulable operations at a given time�
the procedure schedules the operation each time with maximum priority in succeeding steps�
In the solution graph� dispatching an operation v� results in putting the node v at the end
of the path P�� for all machines � in the machine set Mv � That is done by introducing a
machine arc from the last node of the path P� to v for each machine ��

Let us describe our dispatching constructive algorithm� For each operation v � O we
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introduce an integer attribute xv that� at each iteration� contains the number of the direct
predecessors of v that are currently unscheduled� At each iteration we can denote a partition
�P�Q� U� of O� where P is the set of the operation already scheduled� Q is the set of the
schedulable operations� U is the set of unscheduled and unschedulable operations� that is
xv � �� 
v � U � The pseudocode of the algorithm is the following�
Procedure Dispatching

Begin

�� initialization�
P �� ��Q �� fsg�U �� O n fsg�
Sv �� �� 
v � Q�
repeat�

�� choose an operation v � Q using a priority rule�

� schedule v at the end of each machine path for all machines that belong to
the set Mv�

Sv is set to the maximum completion time of all operations already scheduled
on machines in the set Mv�

�� P �� P � fvg�Q �� Q n fvg�
�� for each u � U s�t� �v� u� � �

begin

xu �� xu � ��
if xn � � then Q �� Q � fug� U �� U n fug�

end�

until P � O � fsg�

end

The complexity of the procedure is O�k � nq�� where k � j�j is the number of prece�
dence constraints and q is an upper bound on the size of the machine sets� Each precedence
constraint is considered only once in step �� Furthermore� in each iteration an operation
is scheduled which requires O�q� time in step � For the problem types that we consider
k is O�n�� and q can be bounded by a constant �q � �� Therefore� the complexity of the
dispatching algorithm reduces to O�n���

This simple procedure produces� in short computational time� a schedule� the quality of
which strongly depends on the priority rule adopted �see Section �� ��

��� Insertion

The core of our procedure for �nding feasible starting solutions� based on insertion� uses
an algorithm by Wennink and Vaessens �	
 � by which one can e�ciently compute the best

�In fact the real implementation has higher complexity� due to the procedure that selects the most priority
operation to be dispatched at each iteration�

	



insertion of an unscheduled operation in a partial schedule� where the makespan of the left
justi�ed schedule of the resulting new partial solution is used as a criterion� Inserting an
operation v � O nU into a partial solution S�U� involves determining the position of v in the
performance order� leaving the performance order for all operation in U unchanged� When
v is inserted between operations u and w on a particular machine� the machine arc �u� w� is
replaced by arcs �u� v� and �v� w� in the solution graph�

Let us look at the complexity of the algorithm� Let n be the total number of the operations�
given a partial schedule S�U�� if we want to determine the best position in the performance
order of an operation v � O� which is to be performed on the machine set Mv simultaneously�
we should try out all possible position for v on all machines in Mv � and each time determine
the quality of the new formed solution� Since the number of possible insertions is O�njMv j��
this procedure would take a lot of time��

The algorithm of Wennink and Vaessens doesn�t consider all possible insertions� but sub�
stantially less� which brings to a complexity order of O�k � nq�� where q is an upper bound
on the cardinality of the operation�s machine sets� For the problem types that we consider
k is O�n�� and q can be bounded by a constant �q � �� Therefore� the complexity of the
insertion algorithm reduces to O�n�� The gain in e�ciency� as compared to the method of
trying out all possible insertions� is highest for larger values of q� that is� with problems with
large machine sets� We have implemented the algorithm to be used by our insertion�based
constructive algorithm� performing the procedure for all operations consecutively� inserting
one operation after each other in the best possible position of the partial schedule builded so
far� the order of complexity of our algorithm results O�n��� Let us describe our insertion�
based constructive algorithm� At a given iteration� let �P�Q� be the partition of the set of
operations O in the set of the operations already scheduled P and the set of the operations
not yet scheduled Q�

procedure Insertion

begin

�� initialization�
P �� ��Q �� O�
repeat

�� choose an operation v � S using a priority rule�

� insert v in the current partial schedule in the best possible position�

�� Q �� Q n fvg�P �� P � fvg�
until P � O�

end

About step �� we will describe the priority rules investigates in the next section� The
feasibility of the solution built with procedure Insertion depends on step � which relies on
the algorithm of Wennink and Vaessens previously cited� Refer to this paper for the proof of
the feasibility of the best insertion of an operation computed by this algorithm�

�Order O�njMv j� arises because on each machine in Mv� O�n� operations are performed� Thus� there are
O�n� possible position for operation v on each machine�
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PRIORITY RULES FOR DISPATCHING ALGORITHM

priority rule description

DP� random
DP� max�pv�
DP min�pv�
DP� max�ESTv � pv � dvt�
DP� min�ESTv � pv � dvt�
DP� max� max

m�Mv

�Cm��

DP	 min� min
m�Mv

�Cm��

DP� min�ESTv�� tie breaker� max�pv�
DP� min�ESTv�� tie breaker� min�pv�
DP�� max�pv � dvt�
DP�� min�pv � dvt�
DP�� it uses DP� to select the �rst �! of the operations and DP�� for the

remaining ��!
DP� max�ESTv � ��� 	 �pv � dvt��
DP�� min�ESTv�� tie breaker� max�pv � dvt�
DP�� max�dsv � pv � dvt�
DP�	 min�ESTv�� tie breaker� random

Table �� legenda� Cm is the completion time of the last scheduled operation on machine m�

��� Priority Rules

In the �eld of sequencing and scheduling studies� the priority rules concern the experimental
research� The large number of scheduling rules developed have persuaded researchers to make
a classi�cation in di�erent categories �see Panwalkar and Iskander ��
 and Haupt �
�� Our
approach re�ects this emphasis� We have started with the simple priority rules based on
static information like processing time of an operation v� dvt �the work remaining is static in
case of dispatching� and dynamic information like earliest possible starting time �EST�� or
the length of longest path through the node v in the current solution graph� Then we have
combined these simple priority rules dividing the operations in di�erent groups and applying
di�erent rules on them� Hence we have thought about combination of these simple rules with
di�erent weights� In the Table � and Table � we describe the priority rules carried out�

��� Computational Results

In this section we want to analyze the behaviour and the di�erent performances of the dis�
patching and the insertion algorithms on our testset� applying the priority rules�

For both insertion and dispatching we have selected the four best priority rules�in terms
of average relative distance from the best known solution value�� we have not considered the
rules that combine IP� �for the �rst ��� ��� �� percent� with same other rule� Furthermore
we report results for the random priority rules �DP�� IP���

In the Tables  and �� we report on the average distance from the best known value and the
average required CPU�time �on a SUN SPARC station SLC� for the di�erent priority rules
applied to the di�erent problem types� Furthermore� for each problem type we report which
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PRIORITY RULES FOR INSERTION ALGORITHM

priority rule description

IP� random
IP� max�pv�
IP min�pv�
IP� min�dsv � pv � dvt�
IP� max�dsv � pv � dvt�
IP� min�dsv � pv � dvt � max

m�Mv

�
P

x�O�Mx�m��� px��

IP	 max�dsv � pv � dvt � max
m�Mv

�
P

x�O�Mx�m��� px��

IP� max�dsv � pv � dvt� max
m�Mv

�
P

x�O�Mx�m��� px��

IP�� min�dvt�
IP�� max�dvt�
IP�� min�dsv�
IP� max�dsv�
IP�� min�dsv� and min�dvt� alternately
IP�� max�dsv� and max�dvt� alternately
IP�� min� max

m�Mv

�
P

j�Pm pj��

IP�	 max� max
m�Mv

�
P

j�Pm pj��

IP��� � k� �rst ��! with IP�� rest with IPk
IP��� � k� �rst ��! with IP�� rest with IPk
IP��� � k� �rst ��! with IP�� rest with IPk

Table �� legenda� Pm is the set of the operation already scheduled on machine m�
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Table �
Dispatching

Problem types Rules Best Rule

DP�	 DP�� DP�� DP� DP�

JS av� Tcpu ��	� ��	� ���� ��	� ��� DP��
av� err �! �	��� ����	 ����� ���� ������ ����	

m�JS av� Tcpu ��� ��� ���	 ���� ���� DP��
av� err �! ���� 	���� ����� ������ �����	 	����

mJS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���	 DP��
av� err �! ���	� 	��� ����� ����� ����� 	���

FS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� DP�
av� err �! ����� ���� ���	� �� ������ �����

m�FS av� Tcpu ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� DP�
av� err �! ����� ����	 ������ ����� ����� �����

mFS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� DP�
av� err �! 	���� ����� ����	� ����� ����� �����

OS av� Tcpu ��� ��	� ���� ��	� ���� DP�	
av� err �! 	�		 ����	� ������ �	��� ��	��� 	�		

OShM av� Tcpu ���� ��� � ��� ���� DP�	
av� err �! ����� ������ ����� ����� ������ �����

OSpp av� Tcpu ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� DP�	
av� err �! ���� �	��� ��� �	��� ������ ����

All the av� Tcpu ���	 ���� ��� ���� ��� DP�	
problems av� err �! 	���	 	���� ����� ���	 ����� 	���	

priority rule gives the best results�

Table  shows the result of the dispatching algorithm� Among the four best in average
priority rules chosen for the dispatching� three of them �DP�	� DP��� DP�� use the value of
the earlist possible starting time� The remaining DP�� uses information on the processing
time and longest path to the terminal node t� i�e�� the work remaining� of the schedulable
operations� The result are very bad on average� the best rule DP�	 gives a relative error of
about 	�!� The di�erences between the results applying these four priority rules and the pure
random priority rule DP�� which does not use any information about the current shcedule�
are large� The importance of the status of the schedule in the selection of an operation can
be shown by the di�erent results obtaining by the DP� and by the DP�	� that randomly
breaks the tie among the operation with the same earliest possible starting time� There is
no priority rule that is best for all problem types� So the choice of the rule must be bound
to the speci�c problem type� The random rule DP� is outperformed by all the four selected
rules� on the contrary the DP�	 works better than the other deterministic rules� The reasons
can be in the fact that choosing a rule for all the schedule can drive the solution in a wrong
particular direction� That�s perhaps why the DP�	 works better in the open shop and in
its modi�ed instances� One would expect that either DP�� where the breaker of the earliest
possible starting time tie is the minimum processing time� or DP��� where the breaker is the
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Table ��
Insertion

Problem types Rules Best Rule

IP� IP	 IP�� IP� IP�

JS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP��
av� err �! ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� �����

m�JS av� Tcpu ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� IP�	
av� err �! ����� ����� ���	 ���� ���	 ����

mJS av� Tcpu ���� ��� ��� ��� ���� IP��
av� err �! ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� �����

FS av� Tcpu ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP�
av� err �! ���� ����� ����� ���� �	��� ����

m�FS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP��
av� err �! ����� ����� ��	� ��� ���� ����

mFS av� Tcpu ���� �� �� ��� ���� IP��
av� err �! ���� ��	� ����� ���� ���� ���	�

OS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP�	
av� err �! ���� �� ����� ���� ����� ��

OShM av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP�	
av� err �! ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� ���

OSpp av� Tcpu ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� IP��
av� err �! ����� ���� 	��� ����� ����� �����

All the av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� IP�	
problems av� err �! ����� ����� ����	 ���	� ����� �����

maximum processing time� in the di�erent open shop problems where dvt � �� would work
better than the DP�	� but this is not the case and it�s not clear why�

In Table  it�s highlighted that the selected priority rules produce very bad result for the
standard �ow shop instances as compared to the best priority rule DP�� The structure of
these problem type are very particular and needs speci�c rule to select smartly an operation�
DP� is the best rule in average� using the information on the completion time of the machine
in which the operation have to be performed� We obtain by this rule a so called permutation
schedule� Normally with DP� we have that each operation are put consecutively after each
other on a �rst machine� and then on the second and so on� This result leads us to the con�
clusion that to �nd a good starting solution for FS it can be helpful to use the permutation
scheduling after the determination of the best order of choosing the jobs�

Table � shows the results of the insertion algorithm� For the insertion algorithm we select
the four best overall simple priority rules� IP� is the best and that�s the reason why we did
combinations of it� The combinations are made by dividing the operations and scheduling the
�rst ��!� or ��! or ��! of them with the priority rule IP� and the remainings with an other
priority rule� The fact that IP� gives such good results �nds a justi�cation in the following
arguments� The most di�cult choices are at the end of the schedule and the insertion of an
operation with shorter processing time is easier� Besides� when �rst the operations with the
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Table ��
Insertion Dispatching

Problem types IP� IP�	 Best for each DP� DP�	 Best for each

�rand� problem type �rand� problem type

JS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� IP�� ��� ��	� ��	� DP��
av� err! ���� ����� ����� ������ �	��� ����	

m�JS av� Tcpu ��� ���� ���� IP�	 ���� ��� ��� DP��
av� err! ���	 ����� ���� �����	 ���� 	����

mJS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� IP�� ���	 ���� ���� DP��
av� err! ����� ����� ����� ����� ���	� 	���

FS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� IP� ���� ���� ���� DP�
av� err! �	��� ���� ���� ������ ����� �����

m�FS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ��� IP�� ���� ��� ���� DP�
av� err! ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

mFS av� Tcpu ���� ���� ���� IP�� ���� ���� ��� DP�
av� err! ���� ����	 ����� ����� 	���� �����

OS av� Tcpu ���� ���� �	� IP�	 ���� ��� ��� DP�	
av� err! ����� ��		 �� ��	��� 	�		 	�		

OShM av� Tcpu ���� ��� ��� IP�	 ���� ���� ���� DP�	
av� err! ���� ��� ��� ������ ����� �����

OSpp av� Tcpu ��� ��	� ���� IP�� ���� ���� ���� DP�	
av� err! ����� �	��� ���� ������ ���� ����

All the av� Tcpu ���� ��	� ��	� IP�	 ��� ���	 ���	 DP�	
problems av� err! ����� ���� ���� ����� 	���	 	���	

large processing time are scheduled� it is likely to have free time slots where insert shorter
operations� minimizing the increasing of the value of the makespan� Hence� the combinated
priority rules schedule �rst the operation with longest processing time� and then the operations
selected by a more sophisticated rule� We can conclude that the more sophisticated rules work
better when a partial schedule is already built�

The IP�	 is the best and it�s the combination of the ��! of IP� and ��! of IP	� i�e� the
best two priority rules� The IP�	 gives very good result for the open shop problem where the
average error is about the ��!� but also the simple IP� and IP�� that are the same in the
open shop problem because there are no precedence constraints� perform very well �average
error about ����!�� Although the insertion procedure seems to be more robust with respect
to the choice of the priority than dispatching� the open shop problems show that also in the
case of insertion� speci�c rules may work good for the speci�c problem types�

In Table � we compare the performance of the two algorithms in terms of average relative
error and cpu�time� The quality of the solution of the insertion algorithm is much better than
the dispatching�
It�s remarkable that the IP�� the random rule� gives always better results than the best rule
for the dispatching� But the insertion takes more time� For both static and dynamic priority
rules it requires O�n�� time� Dispatching takes O�nlogn� time for static priority rules and
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O�n�� for dynamic priority rules�
The insertion seems to be more robust than dispatching� in fact� even if we adopt the

random priority rule� we get quite good results� DP� gives� instead� very bad result� Beside
IP�	 performs really good for all the problem types and the di�erences between the value
of its average error and the average error of the best priority rule for each problem type are
extremely small� The best dispatching rule� DP�	� is quite far from the best results of the
dispatching for some problem types� like the �ow shop problem�

� Local Search

��� Local Search Methods

Finding a globally optimal solution for an instance of the general problem that we deal with�
can be prohibitively di�cult� since the problem is NP�hard� It is however often possible to
obtain good solutions by applying so called local search methods�

Given the set S of feasible solutions� it�s possible to de�ne two functions on S� The function
c is the costmapping c � S  R� and the neighbourhood function that is a mappingN � S  �S

which de�nes a set of neighbourhoods N�s� � S� one for each solution s � S� The general
local search idea consists in starting at an initial feasible solution s � S and� chosen a method
to search its neighbourhood for a better solution� it adopts the improved solution and repeats
the neighbourhood search from the new solution� We stop when we reach a local minimum�
that is a solution z � S that satis�es the condition c�z� � c�s� for all the s � N�z�� In
our case the function c to be minimized is the makespan� The methods in which we search
the neighbourhood are di�erent� The elementary ideas are� �rst improvement � in which
a favorable change is accepted as soon as it is found with no further searching� and best

improvement� in which the accepted change is the best one in the complete neighbourhood�
We will see that the quality of the local minimum found with the iterative improvement
strongly depends on the de�nition of the neighbourhood and on the initial solution �section
����

In literature we have found di�erent proposals that improve the basic idea of iterative im�
provement� by o�ering the possibility to get out of local minima� In the threshold algorithms�
a change is accepted when the di�erence between the current cost of the schedule and its
neighbour�s cost is under a certain threshold� It can be �xed� or nonnegative and decreasing
in threshold accepting� or stochastic in simulated annealing� Other techniques are genetic

algorithms� that extends the concept of neighbourhood� and the taboo search� We adopt the
taboo search technique because it proved to be fast and good for the Job Shop problems �see
Vaessens et al� ��
�� First we de�ne the structures of the neighbourhood we have investigated�

��� Neighborhood Structure

We consider two di�erent neighbourhood function� denoted by Ns swapping neighbourhood

and Nr reinsertion neighbourhood�

����� Swapping Neighborhood

In Ns a neighbouring solution s� of the current solution s is obtained by choosing u and v�
consecutive operations on the critical path that require a common machine �Mu �Mv �� ���
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and swap all the machine arcs that join the two operations� This means reverse the order in
which the operations are performed on the common machines�

The neighbourhood is supported by the following properties that are extendible to our
generalization �see Van Laarhoven et al� ��
��

�� Reversing a machine arc on the critical path of a feasible solution s � S can never lead
to an unfeasible solution� that is the resulting graph is acyclic�

�� Reversing a machine arc not on the critical path of a feasible solution s � S will not
lead to a feasible solution s� in which the critical path is shorter than the critical path
in s�

� The connectivity property holds� for each feasible solution s it is possible to construct
a �nite sequence of moves� using Ns� leading from s to a globally minimum solution�

Let dst be the makespan of the current solution� To evaluate the quality of a solution that
arises from the current one by swapping an arc �u� v�� we compute E�u� v�� the length of the
longest path in the solution graph corresponding to this neighbour through the swapped arc
�u� v��

E�u� v� � d�sv � pv � pu � d�ut

where

d�sv � max
w�X

�dsw � pw�� X � fPred�v� n fugg � fp � Pred�u� �Mp �Mv �� �g ���

and

d�ut � max
w�Y

�dsw � pw�� Y � fSucc�u� n fvgg � fp � Succ�v�jMp�Mu �� �g ���

where pv� pu are the processing time of u and v� and Pred�a�� Succ�b� the predecessor of the
node a and the successor of the node b� respectively�

We use E�u� v� as an estimate for the longhest path from s to t in the new solution graph�
Let d�st be the actual length of this longest path� We have

d�st � max�E�u� v�� d�st�

Where d�st is the length of the longest path in the new solution graph not passing through
�u� v�� Since d�st � dst� we have

if E�u� v�� dst then d�st � dst � ��

and

if E�u� v�� dst then d�st � E�u� v� � ���

In our implementation of the local search� the estimate will be the discriminating value in
choosing the new solution� This choice is justi�ed by the fact that E�u� v� can be computed
before the swap is performed� and this computation generally requires much less time than
computing d�st or d

�
st
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����� Reinsertion Neighborhood

In Nr� the neighbouring solutions of a solution S�O� are the ones obtainable from S�O� by
removing an operation v �on the critical path� from its current position in the performance
order and reinserting it in some other position� It is easy to see that the connectivity property
also holds for this neighbourhood� since it contains the swap neighbourhood�

The reinsertion neighbourhood can be searched e�ciently by computing for each operation
on the critical path� the makespan of the solution that is obtained when when this operation
is removed and than reinserted in the best possible way� Since the critical path contains O�n�
operations and �nding the best reinsertion for one operation requires O�n� time� the best
neighbour of a solution can be found in O�n�� time�

The bottleneck in searching this neighbourhood is the longhest path computation that must
be applied in �nding the best insertion for each operation� The advantage of Nr� compared to
Ns� is that it allows more radical changes in the structure of the graph among the neighbouring
solution�

��� Iterative Improvement

We investigate how the simple algorithms� �rst improvement and best improvement� perform
the local search using the swapping and the reinsertion neighbourhoods�

The basic idea of the �rst improvement is to accept to move from the current solution s

to a new solution s� when the �estimated� value of the new solution is less than the value of
the current longest path� With Ns� we swap the order in which the two operations on the
critical path are assigned on the common machines� that is� we change the orientation of the
machine arcs that join the two operations in the solution graph� With Nr we extract the �rst
operation found on the critical path� the reinsertion of which decreases the length of a longest
path in the resulting new solution�

In the best improvement� instead� we keep track of the possible moves that improve the
current solution and when the neighbourhood is completely searched we choose the move
that causes the largest �estimated� improvement�

Both procedures end when� in the neighbourhood of the current solution� the �esimated�
value of all the neighbours is greater than or equal to the value of the current solution� that
means no improvement is found�

Let us describe the algorithm of the best improvement� Let C be the critical path� dsu and
dut the longest path� in the current solution graph� from the starting node s to u and from u
to the terminal node t� respectively d�sv and d�ut the longest path from s to v and from u to t�
respectively� in the new solution graph�

Procedure Best Improvement

Begin

�nd a starting solution with a constructive algorithm
Repeat

compute dsu and dut for each operation u � O
previous dst �� dst
identify the critical path C
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case method�

insertion�

begin

Let C� be the set of u � O � �u� v� �
C� v � O� u �� s

for each u � C� compute d�st�u�� longest
path of the new solution obtained
inserting u in the best position

identify u� � d�st�u
�� � minfd�st�u�� u �

Cg
if d�st�u	� � dst
then perform the best reinsertion of

u�

end�
swapping�

begin

For each �u� v� � C compute the es�
timate E�u� v�

�u� v�� � C � E�u� v�� � min�fE�u� v��
�u� v��
Cg�

if E�u� v� � dst� value of the current
makespan

then perform the swap on �u� v�

end�

end case�

Until dst � previous dst

end

The pseudocode of the �rst improvement algorithm is easily obtained from the best improve�

ment algorithm�
The advantage of the �rst improvement is that only the �nal neighbourhood necessarily

needs to be searched completely� so the local optima can generally be found faster� In the
next section we show the computational results for the two procedures�

����� Computational Results

We want to compare the result of �rst and best iterative methods expecially in terms of
sensitivity from the starting solution� We apply the two iterative methods starting from
three di�erent solutions made using insertion algorithm with the semi�random IP�� �the goal
was to have to  di�erent solution enough good�� and the three best starting solutions with
the priority rules DP�	� DP��� DP� for the dispatching algorithm� this for each instance
of the testset� The value displayed in table � are obtained as follow� for each instance� we
compute the average of the insertion and the dispatching starting solutions separately� then
we compute the relative error of the two values from the best known upperbound� The
 star! column shows the average of this relative errors for each problem type� The same
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Table ��
Iterative Reinsertion Iterative Swapping

Problem types start! First Best First Best

Improvement Improvement Improvement Improvement

JS ins ���� ���	 ���� ���� ����
disp ���� ���� ��� �� ��

m�JS ins ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
disp ���� �� ���� ��� ���

mJS ins ���� ��� ��� ���� ����
disp ���� ���� ���� ���� �	��

FS ins ��	 ��� ��� ��� ���
disp ���� ���	 ���� ��� ���

m�FS ins ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
disp 	��� ���� ���� ���� ����

mFS ins ���	 ���� ���	 ���� ����
disp 	��� ��� ��� ���� ���

OS ins �� ��� ��� �� ��
disp �	�� ��� ���� ���� ����

OShM ins ��	 ��	 ��� ��� ���
disp ���� ���� �� ���	 ����

OSpp ins ��� ���� ���� ���	 ����
disp ��� ���� ��� ���� ����

All ins �	�� ���� ���� ���� ����
disp 	��� ���� ��� �	�	 ���

calculation produced the other four column� but using the improved solution values obtained
by the four iterative improvement algorithms applied to the starting solutions�

We see from the table that both the quality of the starting solution and the neighbourhood
are important� For both neighbours the quality of the local optima is poor and strongly
depends on the initial solution� It is easy to see that reinsertion neighbourhood performs
better than swap for all the problems types� When the starting solution is good� best and
�rst improvement give comparable results while �rst improvement seems to work better with
bad starting solutions without di�erences in the behaviour for the di�erent problem types�

��� Taboo Search

The Taboo Search is a local search based on optimization method� starting from a feasible
solution it searches the neighbourhood choosing the best not forbidden neighbour solution� A
neighbouring solution s� is considered forbidden if the current solution s can be transformed
in s� applying one of the moves in the taboo list� Here are stored attributes of certain solutions
to prevent these events� when in a local optimum� the Taboo Search chooses the best solution
s� in the local optimum neighbourhood N�s�� having a worse cost then s� At the next stage
the method chooses the best neighbour of s�� which may be again s� so it may fall back into
the previous solution� To avoid this kind of cycles and to search unexplored regions� the
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algorithm makes the moves that carry back in precedent solution not available� except those
which satisfy a aspiration criterion associated with each moves� A general description of the
Taboo Search algorithm is the following�

procedure Taboo search

begin

s is a feasible solution�
taboo list T L �� ��
best found �� c�s��
s� � s�
Repeat

neighbours�s� �� fs� � N�s� � attributes of s� �� T L OR aspiration

criterion�� TRUEg
"s �� min

s��neighbours�s�
�estimate of the cost function c�s���

put in T L the attribute of "s
s �� "s�
if c�s� � best found then

s� �� s�
best found �� c�s��

Until stopping criterion is TRUE�
return s��

end

����� Taboo List structure and strategies

The main components of the Taboo Search are the Taboo List structure� that controls how
the search is performed� and the strategies� that try to guide the search towards unreached
area� At each iteration the taboo list is updated inserting the attributes of the applied move
and releasing the attributes of some of the oldest moves in the list�

With the neighbourhood Ns� a move consists in swapping an arc �u� v� on the critical path�
so� the attributes of the move memorized in the Taboo List are immediately picked out �we
store the opposite of the move applied� that is the reversal arc �v�u�� With the neighbourhood
Nr� a move consists in selecting a node on the critical path and inserting it in the best position�
In that case the attribute memorized in the Taboo List is the operation itself�

In our implementation� we use a common strategy of the taboo search algorithm� the aspira�
tion criterion� It consists in considering possible� one move which belongs to the Taboo List�
The aspiration criterion of a forbidden move is TRUE if the estimation of the new solution�
applying the forbidden move� is less than the value of the best solution found before at the
current iteration� The stopping criterion adopted is based on the max number of iteration�
Maxiter� We adopted other strategies to improve the performances of our algorithm using
the idea of Dell�Amico and Trubian ��
�

�� The length of the Taboo List varies according with the following rules�
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� if the current value of the objective function is less than the best value found up
to the current iteration than the length of the Taboo List is set to �

� if current value of the objective function is less than the value of the previous
iteration and length of the taboo list is greater than a min threshold� then decrease
the length list by one unit�

� if current value of the objective function is greater than the value of the previous
iteration and length of the Taboo List is less then a max threshold� then increase
the length by one unit�

�� We suppose to be in a cycle when the following condition is satis�ed�

� For more than TCycle consecutive times� a speci�c move modi�es a solution which
value of the objective function is the same� To get out of a cycle this move is
declared forbidden although it doesn�t belong to the taboo list

� The algorithm continues the execution after Maxiter� when the following condition hap�
pens�

� Let # be an integer� the most recent improvement to the best solution occurs
during the last # iteration�

In order to change the direction of the algorithm when� during many iterations no
improvement has been found� we apply the following idea� which is di�erent from the
implementation of Dell�Amico and Trubian�

�� The aspiration value is set to the value of the current solution� when the following
condition is satis�ed�

� In the last $ iterations no improvement has been found�

����� Computational Result

We tried� as much as possible� to use the same strategies in the taboo search implementation
of both neighbourhoods� The parameter values have been chose in such a way that they
proved to be good for both insertion and swapping� Once more we like to stress that it has
not been our goal to develop methods that are competitive with the best known local search
methods� The main goal has just been to compare the behaviour of the two neighbourhoods�
First we describe the common features in the implementations� later on we remark on the
di�erenties�

Let TSRN be the procedure based on Nr and TSSN the procedure based on Ns �
Some common features were set to values such that the behaviour of both procedures was

good on average� We set the $ parameter to ��� iterations� The parameter Tcycle was set
to  �with this value both the procedures can detect a cyclic behaviour quite early�� We
used di�erent stopping criteria for di�erent experiments� The maximum number of iteration
maxiter was �xed to ���� in some experiments� to ���� in others� ���� is not enough for
the behaviour af a taboo�search algorithm� but shows how fast the two neighbours reach a
reasonably good solution and how good the solution is� ���� iterations is a reasonable number�
as shown in the result in the Tables ahead� In the case of ���� iterations the value of # has
been set to ���� This implies that the algorithm terminates when at least ���� iterations
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have been performed and no improvement has been found in the last ��� iterations� Since
TSRN takes much more time than the time needed for the same amount of iterations with
TSSN � we also experimented� as stopping criteria for the latter� the time spent by ���� and
���� iterations of the former�

The limits �minl and maxl� on the length of the taboo list are variable� Both limits are
changed appling the following rule� every � iterations�

a �� b�

	 pnc� minl �� � � r 	 a�maxl ��minl � �� 	 m

n
� r 	 a

where r is a random number � ��� �
�m the number of machines and n the number of jobs�
Let�s now descibe the di�erent features in the two procedures�
In the TSSN we have applied the standard method of storing the machine arc that is

swapped �i�e�� the two operation and their relative performance order on the common ma�
chines�� We have tried to use a similar method for the TSRN by storing the operation that is
moved and its position in the performance order� With this implementation� semi�cyclic be�
haviour occured� during many iterations neighbouring solutions were selected which di�ered
only slightly from the current solution� and the standard anti cycling procedure turned out to
be not powerfull enough to force the algorithm in a more promising direction� Therefore� we
have decided to store just the operation in the taboo list� Furthermore� we have limited the
number of times thet a speci�c solution value could be reached to �� times in every ��� iter�
ations� and this showed to be enough in avoiding to get stuck in little portion of the solution
space�

We want to compare the behaviour of the swapping and reinsertion neighbourhoods in a
taboo�search framework� Starting from four di�erent solutions made using insertion algorithm
with the semi�random IP�� with four seeds for each instances of the test set� we compute
the average value obtained by the taboo�search for Maxiter equal to ����� ����� and also�
using Ns� for the time taken by TSRN to perform ���� and ���� iterations� In the table
are displayed� for each problem types� the average CPU�time �on a SUN SPARC station ��
taken by the taboo�search starting from the four starting solutions for all the instances of
each type� We also present the average relative error of the best solution and the average
relative error of the average solution from the four taboo�search computational results� We
once again remark that the optimal values may be substantially lower than the upper bounds
reported in the tables in the appendix� but these bounds are su�cient for our purposes�

Nr works better than Ns for the same number of iterations for all the problem types� Also
when we compare the performances of the two neighbourhoods for the same running time
TSRN works better then TSSN � except for the job shop problems �in both the case of time
of ���� and ���� iterations� and for the �ow shop problems �in the case of time for ����
iterations�� Furthermore� only in these problems the best of four runs of ���� iterations with
the swap neighbourhood is better than the average result of one run of ���� iterations with
the reinsertion neighbourhood� which takes about the same time�

In table �� we see how the local search depends on the quality of the starting solution�
For each problem types� we present the average results of the taboo�search starting from the
four starting solution mentioned above� and from the best solution given by the dispatching
method �iterations ���
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Table 	�

Taboo Search

Problem swapping neighborhood Ns reinsertion neighborhood Ns

���� iter ���� iter t���� t���� ���� iter ���� iter

JS av�cpu ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� �����
av�rel�err�best ��� ��	 ��� �� �� ���
av�rel�err�av� �� �	 ��	 ��� ��� ���

m�JS av�cpu �� ���� ���� ����	 ���� ����	
av�rel�err�best ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
av�rel�err�av� ��� ���� 	�� 	�� ��� ��

mJS av�cpu �	 ���� �	�� ���� �	�� ����
av�rel�err�best ��� 	�� ��� �� ��� ���
av�rel�err�av� ���� ��� 	�� ��� ��� ��	

FS av�cpu ��	 � ��� ��� ��� ���
av�rel�err�best ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
av�rel�err�av� �� ��	 ��� ��� �� ���

m�FS av�cpu ��� ��� ��	 �	� ��	 �	�
av�rel�err�best ���� ���� ��� ��� �	 ���
av�rel�err�av� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��

mFS av�cpu ��� ��	 ��� 	��� ��� 	���
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mJS � ���	 ���� ���	 ����
���� ���� �	�� ��� ���
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FS � ���� ���� ���� ����
���� �� ���� �� ���
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m�FS � ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ��� ��� ����
���� ���� ���� �� 	��
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���� ��� ���� � ���
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OSh � ��� ���� ��� ����
���� ��	 ���� ��� 	��
���� ��� ���� �� ���

OSpp � ���� ��� ���� ���
���� ��� ��� ��� ���
���� ��� ���� ��	 ���

All � �	�� 	��� �	�� 	���
���� ���� �� ��� ��	
���� �� ��� ��� �	
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The quality of the starting solution is important for both the neighbourhoods� but Ns

seems to be more sensitive to the quality of the starting solutions� TSSN � starting from
the solutions obtained by dispatching� requires on average more than ���� iterations to reach
solutions values that are comparable to those obtained by the constructive insertion algorithm�
TSRN � on the other hand� has reached substantially better solutions after ���� iterations�

� Conclusions and Suggestion for Further Research

Insertion as constructive algorithm provides a robust method for this general kind of schedul�
ing problems� but there probably exist other methods for speci�c problem types that work
better for speci�c problem types�

Reinsertion as local search neighbourhood outperfoms the swap neighbourhood� for prob�
lems with processor sets �including the open shop problems�� also in time comparison� For
the job shop problems� however� the swap neighbourhood gives better results� For the �ow
shop problems� our experiments do not make clear which of the two neighbourhoods is the
best� The Reinsertion neighbourhood seems to be less sensitive to the quality of the starting
solution�

Finally we can conclude that insertion seems to be a vialable option in both constructive
and local search methods for a wide class of scheduling problems�

As for suggestions for further research� the model can be extended in such a way that
it contains also other problem types� Release times and minimum delays can easily be in�
corporated in the solution graph by assigning weights to dummy arcs incident with s and
precedence arcs respectively� Another� less trivial� extension would consist of dropping the
assumption of prespeci�ed processor allocations� i�e�� where one can choose among machine
sets on which a operation can be performed�

We think that a �netuning of longest path algorithms for use in insertion algorithms is
possible� Such a �netuning will decrease the time spent by all the procedures illustrated�

The concept of beam search� successfully applied by Br%asel et al� ��
� can be applied to the
constructive algorithms to increase their performance�

It seems worthwhile to investigate the possibilities of combining the speed of the swapping
neighbourhood and the strength of the reinsertion neighbourhood� For instance� one could
start with some swapping iterations in order to reach a good solution in short time� and from
then on use the reinsert neighbourhood�

��
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